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	Rob Milne: A Tribute to a Pioneering AI Scientist, Entrepreneur and Mountaineer, Volume 139 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and Applications, 9781586036393 (1586036394), IOS Press, 2006
This festschrift celebrates the life of a remarkable man.

Rob Milne died while climbing Mount Everest early on 5th June 2005 Nepal Time. He was 48. He is survived by his wife Val and his two children Alex and Rosemary. His untimely death was a tragedy, but Rob packed 96 years of living into his 48 years of life. In any one of his three “careers”—as a hi-tech entrepreneur, as an AI researcher and as a mountaineer — his achievements would have been enough for most ordinary mortals. But Rob combined world-class success in all of them. This book covers all these facets of his life. Each chapter has been contributed by one or more of his close collaborators as their tribute to Rob and to his legacy.

Rob’s ascent of Everest was to have been the culmination of a lifetime’s ambition to climb the highest summits in each of the world’s seven continents. Everest was the last of these seven summits. He was only 400 metres from the top when he died from a sudden and massive heart attack. He had been an ambitious and successful mountaineer since his childhood in Colorado. As Val, said in a radio interview, “Rob died at the top, doing what he loved”. This was true not just of his mountaineering, but in all the spheres of his life.
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Electrochemistry of Semiconductors & Electronics: Processes and Devices (Materials Science and Process Technology)Noyes Publications, 1992
This is an in-depth review, by eight respected researchers of the electrochemistry of semiconductors and electronics. The book covers possible electrochemical avenues towards the goals of achieving greater semiconductor purity, crystal uniformity, and circuit density, and thus, faster more compact electronic devices.

This book reflects...

		

The  C Programming Language (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 1988

	This book is meant to help the reader learn how to program in C. It is the definitive reference guide, now in a second edition. Although the first edition was written in 1978, it continues to be a worldwide best-seller. This second edition brings the classic original up to date to include the ANSI standard.
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Topical Issues of Rational Use of Natural Resources: Proceedings of the International Forum-Contest of Young Researchers, April 18-20, 2018, St. Petersburg, RussiaCRC Press, 2018

	
		Topical Issues of Rational Use of Natural Resources contains the contributions presented at International Forum-Contest of Young Researchers 2018 (St. Petersburg Mining University, Russia, 18-20 April 2018). The Forum-Contest is an excellent opportunity for young researchers to present their work to the scientific community...






	

The Definitive Guide to CentOSApress, 2009
CentOS is just like Red Hat, but without the price tag and with the virtuous license. When belts have to be tightened, we want to read about an OS with all the features of a commercial Linux variety, but without the pain. The Definitive Guide to CentOS is the first definitive reference for CentOS and focuses on CentOS alone, the workhorse...

		

Adaptive Control Approach for Software Quality Improvement (Series on Software Engineering & Knowledge Engineering)World Scientific Publishing, 2011


	The expansion of our reliance on software in many aspects of modern society

	has coincided with a number of incidents in aeronautics, astronautics,

	transportation, medical devices, energy generation, banking and finance.

	Failures caused by software have introduced more than just inconvenience,

	but significant property damage,...

		

Perspectives in Cancer Prevention-Translational Cancer ResearchSpringer, 2013

	Being a complex disease that affects millions of people world over, cancer research has assumed great significance. Translational cancer research transforms scientific discoveries in the laboratory or population studies into clinical application to reduce incidence of cancer , morbidity and mortality. It is becoming increasingly evident that...
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